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1 Pilots Information This is the first page you will see when you log into VAFS 5.  On this page it 

will show you your current pilot’s information.  On the bottom left you will see your current 

location. On the right you will see two tabs. One for your VA News and One for VAFinancials 

news. 

 

 

2.  Pilot Logbook On this page you get the complete list of flight you have currently done.

 



By clicking on any flight will bring up the flight log.  When you scroll to the bottom you can click on 

complete flight log.

 

3. VAFS Options The top part of the options are the VA option.  How is your VA set up.  Below is the list 

of options and what they do. 

 



 PILOTS MUST FLY FROM LAST DESTINATION: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 

Pilots must fly from last airport that the pilot landed at. VAFS will not allow the pilot to select 

any other flights except for those that are departing from the current airport the pilot is located.  

PILOTS CAN FLY ANY AC IF AC ARE AVAILABLE AT CURRENT AIRPORT: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 

If there are other aircraft within a set percentage of available seat miles of the original assigned 

aircraft, a pilot can fly those aircraft that are within those limits. Be careful because with this 

turned on the pilot will not be able to fly that route if there are no aircraft at the departure airport 

due to all the aircraft were flown to other locations. 

PILOTS MUST FLY DISPATCHED/BOOKED FLIGHTS FIRST: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 

All pilots that have dispatched or booked themselves a flight, must fly those routes first before 

they can choose which route to fly. If they have more than one dispatched or booked flights then 

they can choose between those dispatched and/or booked flights.  

AIRCRAFT AND ROUTES ARE LOCKED WHILE IN FLIGHT: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 

All routes that use that aircraft will not be able to be chosen to be flown in VAFS. The aircraft 

and all routes associated with that aircraft will be locked untill that aircraft lands and the pilot 

uploads the flight information. 

 AUTO RANK PILOTS: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 

All non executive ranked pilots will be promoted to the next rank automatically if they are within 

the hours setup by the CEO for the rank above the pilot to be promoted. 

 DISPLAY FULL NAME ON ROSTER WEBSITE PLUGINS: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 

With this turned on the pilot's whole last name will be shown on all web add ons. Turned off, 

only the first initial of the pilot's last name will be shown.  

VA ADVANCED OPTIONS LANDING LIGHTS: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 

The pilot will receive a penalty for having the landing lights on above 10,000FT ASL. The pilot 

will also receive a pilot rating penalty for not turning on the landing lights below 10,000FT ASL. 

Both penalties will be -1.5 

 SPEED RESTRICTIONS: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 



The pilot will receive a penalty for exceeding 250 IAS below 10,000 FT ASL. This penalty will 

be a pilot rating reduction of -1.5  

DO NOT ALLOW SIM PAUSING: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 

The ability for your pilots to pause after starting a VAFS flight will be turned off. 

 DO NOT ALLOW SIM SLEWING: 

WHEN TURNED ON: 

The ability for your pilots to slew after starting a VAFS flight will be turned off.  

The bottom part of the options displays the pilots personal options.  Weights in different units, 

Distance in different units, How to end a flight by engines shutdown or set parking break.  What 

type if flight sim do you use.  Also an option for using the wide-fs. Xplane, fsx and fs9.  And 

finally the sound. (this is good to keep on at first so you can learn when you get a venality).  

 

4. Jump Seat  When you click on the jumpseat you will see it at the top of VAFS.  You will have 2 

options. 1. Input the Ident of the airport you want fly to.  This will cost you cash paid by the mile. Or 2. If 

you already have a route in place you can jump seat on it for free. 

 



5. Flight Map This will display your aircrafts any AI aircraft close to you. At the same time if your 

flying with friends they too will show up.  Your aircraft will show up in yellow and the others will show 

up white.   You are also able to show your flight path and labels for the aircrafts.  

 

 

6. Start New Flight When you start a new flight you will see all the routes out of the airport your 

currently at. You can also filter the routes to display all routes, dispatched routes, and code 

share route.  If you select code share routes If a VA your sharing with has a route at your current 

location then it will show up there.  

 



iii) Select Cargo.  Once you have selected a flight click on it to highlight, then click on start flight.  

At this time if you look at the bottom you will see you MAX PAYLOAD. Right beside that you 

have the current payload in the aircraft.  So now you can select as many different types of 

cargo  as you like till you fill your aircraft.  If you go over weight VAFS wont let you get to the 

next step. 

 

 
 

iv) Pre Flight  This page displays  all the information on your flight. Aircraft payloads,  and much, 

much more. 

 

 



7. In Flight Information On this page you will see you in flight, block times, payload weights, and 

you in route data that moves in real time. 

 
 

v) Flight Revenue Information This pages shows you all the revenue for the flight with all the 

expenses.  Pilot’s pay, fuel costs and so on.  

 
 



 

vi) Cargo and PAX  This will show you any passengers you may fly. Also the cargo your flying. If 

you get a penalty you will see the condition go down.  Which means when you upload you’ll 

get less cash for it.

 
 

vii) Airport Weather Information This tab will display any weather conditions that you might 

come across at the departing or arriving airports.  

 

 



viii) Search For Preferred Route  When entered in VCAS (LLC J94 BAM J154 BVL WAATS3) it will 

draw them out on the map,.  Keep in mind this is does not mean you have to fly this route. 

It’s just a suggestion. 

 
 



8. Fuel Planner.  VAFS does this on it’s own, Based on the distance and est. Flight time.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

9. Complete Log.  When your done flying depending on your vafs options set your parking break or 

turn the engines off and your flight will upload and show you this complete flight log.  One thing 

you will see that’s not on these photos is beside the Close flight log you will see a “add 

comments”  You will then be able to add any comments you like to your flight. ( try not to use 

commas, for some reason it doesn’t like them very much.  When your don’t click save and you 

will see it on the bottom of the flight log.  

 


